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(54) A MOTOR-VEHICLE AUXILIARY AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

(57) A motor-vehicle is equipped with an auxiliary re-
frigeration circuit (F’) with an auxiliary electrically-oper-
ated compressor (C’) of reduced size and power com-
pared to the compressor (C) of the main refrigeration
circuit (F). An air guide duct (2) which drives a flow of air
towards the passenger compartment of the motor-vehi-
cle includes an auxiliary inlet portion (201) arranged up-
stream of the main portion (200) which contains the aux-
iliary evaporator (E’) of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit.
An auxiliary circuit (H2) for the coolant of the internal
combustion engine is provided through which the engine
coolant can circulate through the auxiliary condenser (D’)
of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit (F’) and then through
a passenger compartment heater (H), and then return
through said condenser (D’). A valve (T) controls the com-
munication between the auxiliary circuit (H2) for the cool-
ant and a main circuit (H1) for the coolant. In a first op-

erating position of the valve (T), the auxiliary circuit (H2)
for the coolant is insulated with respect to the main circuit
(H1) for the coolant, so that if the auxiliary refrigeration
circuit (F’) is active, the coolant is able to draw heat from
the auxiliary condenser (D’) of the auxiliary refrigeration
circuit and to deliver it by means of said passenger com-
partment heater (H) to an air flow directed towards the
passenger compartment, even if the internal combustion
engine is off. In a second operating position of the valve
(T) the auxiliary circuit (H2) for the coolant is in commu-
nication with the main circuit (H1) for the coolant, so that
during operation of the internal combustion engine, the
passenger compartment heater (H) receives liquid that
is heated by the engine.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to motor-vehicles
equipped with an air conditioning system comprising:

- a main refrigeration circuit, including a compressor,
a condenser which receives a flow of refrigerant from
the compressor, an expansion valve which receives
the refrigerant leaving the condenser, and an evap-
orator which receives the expanded fluid from said
expansion valve, and

- an air guide duct, for guiding a flow of air through the
evaporator of said main circuit and towards the pas-
senger compartment of the motor-vehicle, said air
guide duct being provided with at least one electri-
cally-operated fan, upstream of the evaporator, for
feeding said air flow through said air guide duct.

Prior art

[0002] According to the conventional art, the compres-
sor of the aforesaid main refrigeration circuit is typically
driven by the internal combustion engine of which the
motor-vehicle is provided.
[0003] Again according to the traditional art, heating of
the passenger compartment of the motor-vehicle is ob-
tained by activating the passage of an air flow directed
towards the passenger compartment of the motor-vehi-
cle through a heat exchanger, acting as a passenger
compartment heater, which is flowed through by the cool-
ant of the internal combustion engine.
[0004] In conventional solutions of the type indicated
above, the problem arises of enabling activation of a re-
frigeration or heating mode of the passenger compart-
ment of the motor-vehicle when the driver is still outside
the motor-vehicle, for example, after the motor-vehicle
has remained parked with the engine off for a prolonged
time in a high temperature environment, exposed to solar
radiation, or in a low temperature environment. In a con-
ventional motor-vehicle of the type indicated above, ac-
tivation of a cooling mode or of a heating mode of the
passenger compartment before the driver even enters
the motor-vehicle would imply the ignition of the internal
combustion engine, but this operating condition is gen-
erally prohibited by current legislations in various coun-
tries, unless the vehicle is an electric or hybrid vehicle.
For vehicles equipped with an internal combustion en-
gine, the problem arises of activating the aforesaid op-
erating modes without requiring ignition of the internal
combustion engine. Of course, the aforesaid main refrig-
eration circuit could be activated by providing an electri-
cally-operated compressor. However, in a conventional
motor-vehicle, the power absorbed by the compressor
of the main refrigeration circuit would entail a dangerous
decrease in the charge of the on-board electric battery
of the motor-vehicle.

A motor-vehicle according to the preamble of claim 1 is
known from US 2016/144692 A1.

Object of the invention

[0005] The object of the intervention of the present in-
vention is to solve the aforementioned problems, in par-
ticular by producing a motor-vehicle equipped with an
internal combustion engine that can have a cooling or
heating mode of the passenger compartment of the mo-
tor-vehicle even if the vehicle is parked and without a
driver on board.
[0006] Another object of the invention is that of achiev-
ing the aforesaid objective with constructively simple and
inexpensive means.
[0007] Another object of the invention is to allow ven-
tilation of the passenger compartment of the motor-ve-
hicle, when the motor-vehicle is parked with the engine
off, also by exploiting the circulation of natural air through
the passenger compartment of the motor-vehicle.
[0008] Another object of the invention is to propose a
mode for an automatic activation of the air conditioning
of the passenger compartment when the driver is not on-
board, which can be controlled simply and easily by an
electronic interface device, such as a smart-phone, a tab-
let or the like.

Summary of the invention

[0009] In view of achieving one or more of the aforesaid
objects, the invention relates to a motor-vehicle having
the characteristics of claim 1.
[0010] The aforesaid auxiliary refrigeration circuit can
be produced with a compressor of a size and power that
is considerably smaller than the compressor of the main
refrigeration circuit. The auxiliary circuit compressor only
has the function of activating the inflow of cold or hot air
into the passenger compartment before the driver gets
into the motor-vehicle, not in order to quickly bring the
passenger compartment to a comfortable temperature
for the driver, but simply in order to bring the passenger
compartment temperature closer to the required temper-
ature. In this way, once on board, the driver can turn on
the motor-vehicle and activate the main refrigeration cir-
cuit, or the passenger compartment heater, with the ad-
vantage of being able to reach the required temperature
in a shorter time compared to conventional systems
and/or with a lower energy consumption compared to
conventional systems.
[0011] The motor-vehicle according to the invention
comprises one or more electronic control circuits, for ex-
ample, in the form of microprocessors, programmed to
activate a refrigeration mode and a heating mode of the
passenger compartment when the motor-vehicle is
parked, with the engine off, with the driver outside the
motor-vehicle, said refrigeration mode and said heating
mode comprising activating said auxiliary refrigeration
circuit and controlling said valve system (in the case of
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the first embodiment) or said communication valve (in
the case of the second embodiment) in such a way as to
enable an air flow into the passenger compartment of the
motor-vehicle, which is cooled by said evaporator of the
auxiliary refrigeration circuit, or which is heated by said
condenser of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit.
[0012] In another embodiment of the invention, the mo-
tor-vehicle further comprises:

- one or more electrically-operated valves arranged
on the motor-vehicle structure, so that the passenger
compartment of the motor-vehicle communicates
with the external environment,

- one or more electrically-operated windows, and
- one or more electronic control circuits programmed

to activate a ventilation mode of the passenger com-
partment when the motor-vehicle is parked, with the
engine off, even with the driver outside the motor-
vehicle, said passenger compartment ventilation
mode comprising controlling the partial opening of
one or more windows, and the opening of one or
more of shutters to generate a natural flow of air from
the bottom upwards through the passenger compart-
ment of the motor-vehicle.

[0013] When the motor-vehicle is parked, for example,
in the summer, thus exposed to solar radiation, opening
of the aforesaid valves, typically positioned in a rear/low-
er part of the motor-vehicle, and the simultaneous partial
opening of the side windows of the motor-vehicle creates
the natural circulation of air through the passenger com-
partment, starting from the aforesaid shutters (in a low
position) to the window openings (in a high position).

Detailed description of the embodiments of the invention

[0014] Further characteristics and advantages of the
invention will become apparent from the description that
follows with reference to the attached drawings, provided
purely by way of non-limiting example, wherein:

- Figure 1 is a schematic view of a Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning (HVAC) assembly for a motor-
vehicle, produced according to the prior art,

- Figure 2 illustrates the assembly of Figure 1 modified
according to an embodiment which does not form
part of the present invention, the description of which
is useful for understanding the invention,

- Figures 3-5 illustrate three different operating con-
ditions of the assembly of Figure 2,

- Figure 6 is a schematic view of the main refrigeration
circuit and of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit,

- Figures 7-9 are schematic views illustrating different
operating conditions of two valves for controlling the
flow of air to the condenser and to the evaporator of
the auxiliary refrigeration circuit provided in another
embodiment which does not form part of the inven-
tion,

- Figure 10 is a schematic view of a motor-vehicle
equipped with a system for activating the natural cir-
culation of air through the passenger compartment
of the motor-vehicle, according to another embodi-
ment of the present invention,

- Figure 11 is a perspective view of a pair of shutters
forming part of the system illustrated in Figure 10,

- Figure 12 illustrates a flow chart relating to an exam-
ple of control methods of the system according to
the invention, and

- Figure 13 illustrates a variant of Figure 2, corre-
sponding to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

[0015] In Figure 1, numeral 1 indicates - in its entirety
- an HVAC assembly of heating, ventilation and air con-
ditioning of a motor-vehicle according to the conventional
art. The assembly 1 includes an air guide duct indicated
- in its entirety - by the reference 2, having an inlet opening
2A for the entry into the duct 2 of an air flow drawn from
the external environment by means of an electrically-op-
erated fan 3 located inside the duct 2. A shutter valve 4
is interposed between the inlet opening 2A and the fan
3, which connects the portion of the duct 2 in which the
valve 3 is arranged selectively with the inlet opening 2A
(when it is required to activate a flow of air from the out-
side into the duct 2) or with an opening 4A for communi-
cation of the duct 2 with the environment 5 inside the
passenger compartment of the motor-vehicle (when it is
required to recirculate the air of the passenger compart-
ment in the duct 2). In Figure 1, the shutter valve 4 is
illustrated in the activation position for circulation of the
air of the passenger compartment in the duct 2. In an
operating position opposite to that illustrated in Figure 1,
rotated anti-clockwise (with reference to Figure 1), the
shutter valve 4 obstructs communication with the opening
4A, and leaves the communication of the duct 2 with the
inlet opening 2A free.
[0016] Again in the case of the conventional solution,
an evaporator E is arranged within the duct 2, down-
stream of the fan 3, which is part of the main refrigeration
circuit of which the motor-vehicle is provided.
[0017] According to the conventional art, the main re-
frigeration circuit F of the motor-vehicle (see Figure 6)
comprises a closed-loop path, crossed by a refrigerant,
in which a compressor C, a condenser D, an expansion
valve V and an evaporator E are arranged in succession.
[0018] Referring again to Figure 1, a passenger com-
partment heater H is arranged downstream of the evap-
orator E, consisting of a heat exchanger which is crossed
by the coolant of the internal combustion engine. A shut-
ter valve 6 selectively opens and closes the access
through the passenger compartment heater H. When the
shutter valve 6 is in an open condition, the air flow through
the duct 2 also passes partly through the heater H, heat-
ing it up. When the shutter valve 6 is in the closed con-
dition, the entire air flow through the duct 2 reaches the
passenger compartment of the motor-vehicle without
passing through the passenger compartment heater H,
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but only through the evaporator E, so that, if the main
refrigeration circuit is activated, this flow is cooled.
[0019] Figure 2 shows the assembly of Figure 1 mod-
ified according to an embodiment which does not form
part of the present invention. In Figure 2, the parts com-
mon to those of Figures 1 are indicated by the same
references.
[0020] In the case of the systemof figure 2, the HVAC
assembly comprises an air guide duct 2 which has a main
portion 200, in which the above described components
are arranged, with reference to Figure 1 (valve 4, fan 3,
evaporator E and heater H), and an auxiliary inlet portion
201, arranged upstream of the main portion 2.
[0021] In the case of the system of figure 2, the motor-
vehicle is provided with an auxiliary refrigeration circuit
F’ (the diagram of which is illustrated in Figure 6, together
with the diagram of the main refrigeration circuit F), which
is constituted per se as a normal refrigeration circuit, in-
cluding a closed-loop path in which a compressor C’, a
condenser D’, an expansion valve V’ and an evaporator
E’ are arranged in succession (see Figure 6). However,
from the constructive point of view, the auxiliary refriger-
ation circuit has smaller dimensions and power than
those of the main refrigeration circuit. In particular, the
compressor C’ of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit is an
electrically-operated compressor, with small dimensions
and of reduced power compared to the size and power
of the compressor of the main refrigeration circuit.
[0022] Returning to Figure 2, , the inlet opening 2A for
the entry of an air flow from the outside into the air guide
duct 2 is formed in the auxiliary inlet portion 201 of the
duct 2, upstream of the main portion 200. The auxiliary
inlet portion 201 of the duct 2 defines a by-pass passage
210 within it, which directly connects the inlet opening
2A with the main portion 200 of the duct 2 and, in partic-
ular, with the opening 4B for communicating with the por-
tion of the duct in which the fan 3 is arranged.
[0023] Inside the auxiliary portion 201 of the air guide
duct 2, an air heating duct 220 and an air cooling duct
230 are also defined, arranged parallel to each other and
arranged in parallel with respect to the by-pass passage
210. In the air heating passage 220, the condenser D’ of
the auxiliary refrigeration circuit is interposed. In the air
cooling passage 230, the evaporator E’ of the auxiliary
refrigeration circuit is interposed. In the preferred embod-
iment shown here, an electrically-operated auxiliary fan
30 is arranged inside the auxiliary portion 201 of the air
guide duct 2 to activate an air flow coming from the inlet
opening 2A through the passages 220, 230.
[0024] The assembly of this embodiment comprises a
valve system for enabling the passage of an air flow com-
ing from the inlet opening 2A only through the by-pass
passage 210 or only through the air heating passage
220, or only through the air cooling passage 230.
[0025] In the example schematically illustrated in Fig-
ure 2, the valve system comprises a first shutter valve
V1, which is configured to obstruct the passage 220 or
leave it open, a second valve V2, which is configured to

obstruct the passage 230 or leave it open, and a third
valve V3 which is configured to obstruct the passage 210
or leave it open.
[0026] Figures 3-5 illustrate the different operating
conditions of the aforesaid valves V1, V2, V3. In the con-
dition of Figure 3, the valves V1, V2 obstruct both pas-
sages 220, 230, while the valve V3 obstructs the con-
nection between the inlet opening 2A and the passages
220, 230, while leaving the by-pass passage 210 free.
In this condition, the system operates as a conventional
system.
[0027] Figure 4 shows an operating condition in which
the valve V3 obstructs the connection between the inlet
opening 2A and the by-pass passage 210, while it leaves
the connection open between the inlet opening 2A and
the two passages 220, 230. The valve V2 is in the closed
condition, so that it obstructs the outlet of the passage
230, while the valve V1 is in the open condition, so that,
in this condition the air flow entering through the opening
2A, activated by the fan 30 (also with an inactive fan 3)
proceeds through the passage 220 and through the con-
denser D’, heating up the air.
[0028] Figure 5 shows an operating condition in which
the valve V3 is in the closed position, as in Figure 4, while
the valves V1, V2 are in reversed positions with respect
to those illustrated in Figure 4, so that only the air flow
through the duct 230 and through the evaporator E’ is
activated. In this condition, the air flow entering the duct
2 activated by the auxiliary fan 30 is cooled before con-
tinuing towards the passenger compartment.
[0029] As is understood, the assembly allows activa-
tion of a flow of cold air or hot air towards the passenger
compartment of the motor-vehicle, even when the motor-
vehicle is parked with the engine off, with the driver out-
side the motor-vehicle. The compressor C’ of the auxiliary
refrigeration circuit is small with reduced power, which
has the sole object of causing a temperature change in
the passenger compartment of the motor-vehicle in the
direction of the required temperature, even before the
driver enters the motor-vehicle. This allows the driver,
once on board to activate the main refrigeration circuit
and reach the required temperature in a shorter time com-
pared to conventional systems and/or with lower energy
expenditure.
[0030] Figures 7-9 illustrate three different operating
conditions of an additional embodiment of a valve as-
sembly V4 incorporating the valves V1, V2. The assem-
bly comprises a single hollow valve body which incorpo-
rates the valve body V1 and the valve body V2. The afore-
said hollow body defines an inner chamber of the valve
V1 and an inner chamber of the valve V2, which commu-
nicate with each other. Each of the two valves V1, V2
has an inlet opening A1, A2 and an outlet opening B1,
B2 defined on opposite walls of the valve body. The inlet
A1 receives cooled air from the evaporator E’. The inlet
A2 receives heated air from the condenser C’.
[0031] Each of the two valves V1, V2 comprises a gate
valve disc S1 or S2, which is slidably guided between a
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first end position in which it completely obstructs the out-
let opening B1 or B2, and leaves an opening formed on
the lower side of the valve body free, and a second end
position, in which the gate valve disc S leaves the outlet
opening B1 or B2 free, and obstructs the lower opening.
[0032] In the illustrated example, each of the two discs
S1 and S2 consists of a leaf element guided in a slidable
manner along an L-shaped path between its two opposite
end positions. Figures 7-9 do not illustrate the construc-
tive details of the assembly V4, nor the actuator means
of the movement of the leaf element discs S1 and S2,
since they can be made in any known manner. For ex-
ample, the two ends of each leaf element S1 and S2
could be connected to each other by means of a metal
cable including a toothed portion engaged on a drive pin-
ion, controlled by an electric motor.
[0033] Figure 7 shows the operating condition in which
the disc S1 leaves the outlet B1 free, while the disc S2
obstructs the outlet B2, so that the air cooled by the evap-
orator E’ continues towards the vehicle passenger com-
partment. In this condition, the heat of the condenser is
discharged through the unobstructed lower opening.
[0034] Figure 9 shows the operating condition in which
the disc S2 leaves the outlet B2 free, while the disc S1
obstructs the outlet B1, so that the air heated by the con-
denser D’ continues towards the vehicle passenger com-
partment.
[0035] Figure 8 shows an intermediate condition, in
which the two discs move in counter-phase to each other
to achieve opposite operating positions.
[0036] Figures 10, 11 refer to a further aspect of the
present invention. A motor-vehicle 100 (Figure 10) is pro-
vided at the rear/lower part of the motor-vehicle with one
or more electrically-controlled valves 101, of the type il-
lustrated, for example, in Figure 11, wherein, for exam-
ple, two overlapping shutters 102 are provided, each hav-
ing an upper side mounted in an articulated manner about
a substantially horizontal axis over a supporting frame
103, which is fixed to the bodywork of the motor-vehicle,
outside of it. Each shutter valve 102 is rigidly connected
to a hinge shaft 103, which can be rotated by means of
an electric actuator, for example, an electric motor (not
illustrated) to cause each shutter valve 102 to pivot be-
tween a closed position and an open position. The elec-
tronic control unit (ECU) of the motor-vehicle comprises
one or more electronic circuits programmed to simulta-
neously activate opening of the shutters 102 of each
valve 101, and at least partial opening of the windows W
of the side doors of the motor-vehicle, by activating a
control device F for lowering the glass P of the windows
W. The ECU can be programmed to lower the glass P
only slightly in order to create communication openings
T between the atmosphere and the passenger compart-
ment of the motor-vehicle.
[0037] In certain climatic conditions, for example, when
the motor-vehicle is parked for a prolonged time in sum-
mer, exposed to solar radiation, the opening of the shut-
ters 102 and the partial lowering of the glass P gives rise

to the natural circulation of air through the passenger
compartment, since it automatically generates a flow of
air that enters the passenger compartment from the valve
assembly 101, located in a relatively lower position, and
the openings T left by the windows P, which are in a
higher position.
[0038] According to the invention, both the auxiliary
refrigerating circuit and the ventilation system illustrated
in Figure 10 can be controlled by one or more on-board
electronic circuits of the motor-vehicle according to pre-
determined programs, so as to allow the driver, even be-
fore boarding the motor-vehicle, in order to bring the tem-
perature inside the passenger compartment closer to an
ideal temperature that allows the best comfort for the
user.
[0039] According to another aspect of the invention,
an automatic activation mode of the passenger compart-
ment air conditioning is provided, without an on-board
driver, which can be controlled simply and easily by the
user by means of a dedicated application that resides on
an electronic interface device, such as a smart-phone, a
tablet or the like. The electronic control circuits which are
part of the motor-vehicle control unit are programmed to
receive input signals from the interface device and to
consequently activate an air conditioning mode of the
passenger compartment.
[0040] In Figure 12, the block 500 indicates a step in
which the user gives an input command to activate the
heating or cooling function of the passenger compart-
ment of a parked vehicle with the engine off, with the
driver outside the motor-vehicle.
[0041] The block 501 refers to a preferred, but non-
mandatory step, which therefore may not even be pro-
vided, in which the opening of the valve 101 is actuated,
to discharge any overpressure existing inside the pas-
senger compartment of the motor-vehicle. The block 502
illustrates a step in which the user is asked to indicate
whether the motor-vehicle is in a guarded parking space
or not. In the case of an affirmative response, step 503
then follows, in which the complete lowering of the side
windows of the motor-vehicle is automatically activated,
in order to ventilate the passenger compartment as much
as possible. This condition is, therefore, only implement-
ed when the motor-vehicle is in a guarded place, due to
security problems against break-ins. In the case of a neg-
ative response, step 504 is then activated in which the
windows are lowered only slightly, so as to create a ven-
tilation opening in the passenger compartment. In the
case of the example illustrated here, after step 504, step
505 then follows, in which the user is asked whether he
can predict the time in which he will board the motor-
vehicle to use it. In the case of a negative response, step
506 then follows in which the system does not take any
further action. In the case of a positive response, step
507 then follows, in which the user is asked whether the
time remaining before picking-up the motor-vehicle is
less than a determined time (for example, 15 minutes).
If the response is negative, the question is repeated at
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predetermined time intervals, for example, every 10 min-
utes (block 508). If the response is affirmative, block 509
then follows, in which the system checks whether the
charge of the battery of the motor-vehicle is above a min-
imum threshold. If the response is negative, the system
does not activate the function discussed here (block 510).
If the response is affirmative, the system initially controls
the closing of the windows, and at a later time, activation
of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit and activation of the
auxiliary fan, and possibly also of the main fan to activate
the flow of air into the auxiliary portion 201 of the air guide
duct 2. At the same time, the system arranges the valve
system in order to enable the flow of air through the evap-
orator of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit to cool the flow
of air entering the passenger compartment, without the
need to ignite the internal combustion engine of the mo-
tor-vehicle.
[0042] As already indicated, the auxiliary refrigeration
assembly has a small compressor C’ with reduced power
which, however, is sufficient to change the temperature
inside the passenger compartment of the motor-vehicle,
by approaching the required temperature, before the driv-
er climbs on board the motor-vehicle. In this way, once
on board, the driver can reach the required temperature
by activating the main refrigeration system, but will reach
this target in a shorter time and/or with less energy con-
sumption than is possible with a conventional system.
[0043] If the required function is that of heating the pas-
senger compartment, the step at block 100 passes di-
rectly to block 505, without causing any lowering of the
windows of the motor-vehicle. When block 511 is
reached, it is therefore not necessary to activate any win-
dow closing; the auxiliary refrigeration circuit and the aux-
iliary fan must be activated, and the valve system must
be arranged in such a way as to enable the flow of air
through the condenser of the auxiliary refrigeration cir-
cuit, which thus heats the air flow entering the passenger
compartment of the motor-vehicle. In this case as well,
of course, the system is able to change the temperature
inside the passenger compartment so that it approaches
the required one, in such a way as to make the step to
reach the required temperature quicker and/or less en-
ergy-consuming when the driver (once he has entered
the motor-vehicle) ignites the internal combustion engine
and activates the passenger compartment heater. The
system may also provide an initial step 512 in which an
input is received from a weather forecast system, for ex-
ample, to avoid opening the windows if the vehicle is in
the rain.
[0044] Figure 13 illustrates a preferred embodiment of
the invention. In Figure 13, the parts in common with
Figure 2 and with Figure 6 are indicated with the same
references. In this case, in addition to the conventional
passenger compartment heater H, in the form of a heat
exchanger arranged in said air guide duct 2, and con-
nected to the main circuit H1 for the coolant of the internal
combustion engine of the motor-vehicle, an auxiliary cir-
cuit H2 is also provided for the coolant of the internal

combustion engine, including a closed loop path 901,
902 for the engine coolant, by means of which the liquid
circulates through the condenser D’ of the auxiliary re-
frigeration circuit F’ and then through said heater H, and
then going back through said condenser D’. An electri-
cally-operated pump P’ activates circulation of the liquid
through the auxiliary circuit H2 for the coolant.
[0045] Only the evaporator E’ is arranged in the inlet
portion 201 (so that the valve system of Figure 2 can be
simplified). A single valve V10 enables the flow from the
inlet 2A through the evaporator E’ or from an auxiliary
inlet 2A’, from which the air can pass into the main portion
200 of the duct 2, without passing through the evaporator
E’.
[0046] An electronically-controlled communication
valve T controls the communication between the auxiliary
circuit H2 and the main circuit H1 for the coolant. The
valve T has:

- a first operating position in which the auxiliary circuit
H2 for the coolant is insulated with respect to the
main circuit H1, so that if the auxiliary refrigeration
circuit F’ is active, the liquid is able to draw heat from
said condenser D’ of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit
and to deliver it by means of said passenger com-
partment heater H to an air flow directed towards the
passenger compartment, even if the internal com-
bustion engine is idle, and

- a second operating position in which the auxiliary
circuit H2 for the coolant is in communication with
the main circuit H1 for the coolant, (in particular with
the radiator of the motor-vehicle), so that during op-
eration of the internal combustion engine, the pas-
senger compartment heater H receives liquid that is
heated by said engine, according to the conventional
art.

[0047] As can be seen, with this embodiment as well,
it is possible to activate a cooling mode and a heating
mode of the passenger compartment air, with the motor-
vehicle stationary with the engine off and the driver out
of the motor-vehicle.
[0048] A further advantage of the solution of Figure 13
lies in the fact that when the driver gets into the motor-
vehicle and starts the engine, the engine coolant is al-
ready partially warm, so that the warm-up time is reduced
and fuel consumption is decreased.
[0049] Of course, without prejudice to the principle of
the invention, the details of construction and the embod-
iments may vary widely with respect to those described
and illustrated purely by way of example, without depart-
ing from the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A motor-vehicle (100) having an air conditioning sys-
tem comprising:
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- a main refrigeration circuit (F), including a com-
pressor (C), a condenser (D), for receiving a flow
of refrigerant from the compressor (C), an ex-
pansion valve (V) for receiving the refrigerant
from the condenser (D), and an evaporator (E)
for receiving the expanded refrigerant from said
expansion valve (V),
- an air guide duct (2), for guiding a flow of air
through the evaporator (E) of said main refrig-
eration circuit (F) and towards the passenger
compartment (101) of the motor-vehicle (100),
said air guide duct (2) being provided with at
least one electrically-operated fan (3), upstream
of the evaporator (E), for feeding said air flow
through said air guide duct (2),

wherein:

- the system also comprises an auxiliary refrig-
eration circuit (F’), including an auxiliary electri-
cally-operated compressor (C’), an auxiliary
condenser (D’), for receiving a flow of refrigerant
from the auxiliary compressor (C’), an auxiliary
expansion valve (V’) for receiving the refrigerant
from the auxiliary condenser (D’), and an auxil-
iary evaporator (E’) for receiving the expanded
refrigerant from said auxiliary expansion valve
(V’),
- said air guide duct (2) includes an auxiliary inlet
portion (201) - upstream of a main portion (200)
of said air guide duct (2) which contains said
evaporator (E) of the main refrigeration circuit
(F),

said motor-vehicle being characterized in that it
comprises:

- a main circuit (H1) for a coolant of an internal
combustion engine, including a passenger com-
partment heater (H) in the form of a heat ex-
changer arranged in said air guide duct (2), and
connected to said main cooling circuit,
- an auxiliary circuit (H2) for the coolant of the
internal combustion engine, including:

- a closed-loop path (901,902) for the engine
coolant, by means of which the liquid circu-
lates through said condenser (D’) of the aux-
iliary refrigeration circuit (F’) and then
through said passenger compartment heat-
er (H), and then returns through said con-
denser (D’),
- an electrically-operated pump (P’) to acti-
vate circulation of the liquid through said
auxiliary circuit (H2) for the coolant,
- a communication valve (T) to control the
communication between the auxiliary circuit
(H2) for the coolant and the main circuit (H1)

for the coolant, said valve (T) having:
- a first operating position in which the aux-
iliary circuit (H2) for the coolant is insulated
with respect to the main circuit (H1) for the
coolant, so that if the auxiliary refrigeration
circuit (F’) is active, the liquid is able to draw
heat from said condenser (D’) of the auxil-
iary refrigeration circuit and to deliver it by
means of said passenger compartment
heater (H) to an air flow directed towards
the passenger compartment, even if the in-
ternal combustion engine is idle, and
- a second operating position in which the
auxiliary circuit (H2) for the coolant is in
communication with the main circuit (H1) for
the coolant, so that during operation of the
internal combustion engine, the passenger
compartment heater (H) receives liquid that
is heated by said engine.

2. A motor-vehicle according to claim 1, characterized
in that a valve (V10) is arranged within said air guide
duct (2) so that the main portion (200) of the air guide
duct either communicates with said auxiliary inlet
portion (201) in which the evaporator (E’) of said aux-
iliary refrigeration circuit (F’) is arranged, or with an
auxiliary air inlet opening (2A’), through which an air
flow can reach the main portion (200) of the air guide
duct (2) without passing through the evaporator (E’)
of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit (F’).

3. A motor-vehicle according to claim 1, characterized
in that said motor-vehicle comprises one or more
electronic control units (ECU) programmed to acti-
vate a refrigeration mode and a heating mode of the
passenger compartment when the motor-vehicle is
parked with the engine off, with the driver outside
the motor-vehicle, said refrigeration mode and said
heating mode comprising activating said auxiliary re-
frigeration circuit (F’) and controlling said valve sys-
tem (V1,V2,V3) or said communication valve (T), in
such a way as to enable an air flow into the passenger
compartment of the motor-vehicle, which is cooled
by said evaporator (E’) of the auxiliary refrigeration
circuit (F’) or which is heated by said condenser (D’)
of the auxiliary refrigeration circuit (F’).

4. A motor-vehicle according to claim 1, characterized
in that said motor-vehicle also comprises:

- one or more electrically-operated windows (W,
P),
- one or more electrically-operated valves (101)
arranged on the motor-vehicle structure, in a
lower position with respect to the windows, so
that the passenger compartment (10) of the mo-
tor-vehicle (100) communicates with the exter-
nal environment,
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and
- one or more electronic control units (ECU) pro-
grammed to activate a ventilation mode of the
passenger compartment when the motor-vehi-
cle is parked with the engine off, even with the
driver outside the motor-vehicle, said passenger
compartment ventilation mode comprising con-
trolling at least partial opening of one or more
windows (W) and the opening of one or more of
said shutter valves (101) to generate a natural
flow of air from the bottom upwards through the
passenger compartment of the motor-vehicle.

5. A motor-vehicle according to claim 3, characterized
in that said motor-vehicle comprises one or more
electronic control units (ECU) programmed to acti-
vate a refrigeration mode and/or a heating mode
and/or a ventilation mode of the passenger compart-
ment when the motor-vehicle is parked with the en-
gine off, with the driver outside the vehicle, said ac-
tivation being controllable by the user by means of
an electronic interface device such as a smart-
phone, a tablet or the like.
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